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Erratum 
8/13/52 

In the above article ::l.t ·w-as noted that in two cases tracks of 185 Mev 

particles rather mysteriously stopped abruptlY in the emulsiono In our opin= 

ion the events were real.~~ and ·we could not disregard themo The behavior was 

eonsidered anomalous because there was good reason to believe that the elec= 

tren.:?.i' ·being studied were negativeo The direction of the analysing magnetic 

field had been carefully established by the direction of the force on a c:tir= 

rent carr.ying conductoro 

Since it is obvious~ important to understand the process in question» 

we have followed up the original stuqy with a further investigation of this 

behavioro These additional observations now satisfy us that we were mistaken 

· regarding the sign of the pa.rt:lcles atudiedo 

With the original plates a number of other plates were exposed simultane-

'>usly to electrons of various energies of the same and the opposite signsa 

On scanning some of these plates we have obtained the following results: 

lo Particles of -<36 Me1r and of' the same sign as those which were found 
I 

to disappear were studiedo Six disappearances \'l'ere fotmd it.rhen 185 

em of track was scanned" 

2o Particles of .- 36 Mev and of the opposite sign were then studied" 

Xn scanning 171 em of track no disappearances were foundo 

J., Pa~~icles of -185 Mev of the opposite sign were also· stud'iedo In 

scanning 53 em of track no d1.sappearances were observed .. 

Apparently particles of the same sign as those in the original experiment 
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disappear~ but particles of the opposi'!;e sign do not., 'L'his is the anti~ 
I 

cipated behavior if the original particles were positive electrons which 

annihilate in flighto That they actually are positive Jaust be concluded 

. . tl from another experunen caXTied out by· one of us in coJ.laboration with · 

Dro Sa Ao Colgate who suggested the investigationo This experiment utilized 

the same equipment as before, but the parti~le disapnea.r.-ances t-Tere detected 

by counterso The signs of the particles were established with certainty P 

. and positive particles were found to be lost from the beam in traversing 

matter much more fre~.1uently than negative particles in accordance 1rlith the 

tt,eory of Diraco All -the observations \'lere consistent if we assume that 

between the time the direction of the magnetic fi£ld was established and the 
l 

time the original plates were exposed the positio·.'l of the reversing switch 

in the magnet circuit was (unexplainable} altered., . The scattering experiment 

should be then interpreted as a stu~ of the scattering of positive electrons 

b,y negative electronso No observable differencfr·between positron-electron 

and electron-electron scattering in ·the region investigated is to be eA-pected., 

It is believed that this is the fi~t time that the annihilation in 

fiight of high energy positrons has been dire~~tly observed 11 although the effect 

is well known from studies of the annihilation photons., We have looked for 

electron pairs from photons produced when the tr~cks terminate 11 but have found 

none.. However, we estimate that the probabili·Gy of a p~ir being found in the 

volume of emulsion which could be searched beyond the terminii of the tracks. 

is only Oel .. 

In the above article on page 6lll line 36 a typographica~ error should 

also be correctedo For "relative humidity was mali1tained at 10 percent" read 

"relative humidity was maintajned at 100 percent"o 

1 Fo C~ Gilbert and Sterling Ao Colgate, Bul~o Ama Physo Soco ~» 13 (1952) 
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ABSTRACT 

Eradicated electron sensitive nuclear emulsions were exposed to 

200 Mev electrons at the Berkeley synchrotron. 427 events were observed 

in which the scattered electron of lower energy, or knock-on electron, 

had an energy greater than 30 Kev. The observed differential cross

section .was found to agree in absolute value with ~ller's theoretical 

cross-section, although an insufficient number of high energy knock-on 

electrons were observed to distinguish between the ~ller, relativistic 

Mott and relativistic Rutherford formulae. Two pairs initiated by pri= 

mary electrons and two cases in which primary electrons vanished in the 

emulsion were also observed in 102o6 em of track. No heavy particle 

events were seeno 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Historically, the electron is the best known of the fundamental 

particles. However,· a lack.of.information still exists concerning 

its actual structure. Ah electron-electron scattering experiment 
) 

would seem to be the ideal way to investigate the boundaries of the 
/ 

electron and the possibility of_non-Coulomb electron-electron forces. 

To find deviations from a Coulomb potential, one would roughly esti-

mate that it is necessary to have an impact parameter of the order 

of the classical electron radius. In order for the impact parameter 

to be well defined the de Broglie wave length, A, of the electron in 

the relativistic center of mass system must be of the order of 2.8 

X l0-13 em or less. A simple calculation shows that sue)} a wave-

length would require an energy of about 19 Bev. in the laboratory 

system. In the present experiment 200 Mev electron primaries were 

used which have a de Broglie wavelength of about 10. times the clas- ' 

sical electron radius in the relativistic center of mass system. 

Even for this wavelength, the possibility seemed to exist of ob-

serving a deviation from the Coulomb potential if the effect were 

strong. 

The generally accepted formula giving the scattering cross-sec

tion of electrons by electrons has been derived by M¢ller.1 This 

formula in terms of the scattering angle, 0, in the relativistic center 
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of mass system is the following: 

cr- (O)dO:;:: (o + l)rr r~ sin OdQ [csc42 + sec4£ _ csc2£ 

t2{?J4 2 2 . 2 

sec2o + (6 -1) 2 

2 (52 

(1) 

where r 
0 

is the classical electron radius, ~ = v , o = 1 and v 
t! /1- (v)2 

is the velocity of the primary electron in the laboratoryt!system. 

The first two terms in thebracket correspondto the classical, rela-

tivistic Rutherford scattering formula. The third term is the quantum 

mechanical exchang~, term. The inclusion of this term with the Ruther

for~ formula gives the relativistic Mott formula. The fourth term re-

presents retardation and spin interaction effectso 

Equation (1) is more conveniently expressed in terms of the para-

meter A, defined as the ratio of kinetic energy given to the secondary 

or knock-on electron to the kinetic energy of the primary electron. 

It is not possible to distinguish between the primary and secondary 

electrons after collision. The knock-on electron is by definition the 

lower energy electron after collision. The maximum value of A is ob

viously 0.5. ~a simple transformation, as shown by ~ller, 1 Equa

tion (1) becomes: 

2 l cr- (A)dA= 211' ro 1 -
~2(t5-l) A2(A-1)2 

2~ 'J . + (~ -1) 1 + 
A(l-A). ~ 2 

(2) 

The corresponding rel~tivistic Rutherford cross-section is: 

'··. 2 
o- (A)dA = 2Tr ro 

~2('6 -1) 
~ 1 _ 2 JdA 
LA2(A-1)2 A(l-A) 

(3) 
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The relativistic Mott cross-section is: 

2 
cr (A)dA= 2rrro 

~ 2('( -1) 

UCRL-1506 

A -(-1-~A-)l dA 
(4) 

Several previous experiments2,3,4,5,6, have been performed to 

verify M¢ller 1s theory. The primary energies used. in these experi-

ments have ranged from 0.05 to only 2.64 Mev. Except for the experi

ment of Williams and Terroux; 2 all results are in good agreement with 

M¢ller 1 s theory. Champion3 and Groetzinger, et a1., 6 attempted to 

find discrepancies between the Rutherford, Mott, and M¢ller formulae, 

Equations (3), (4), and (2). Champion found good agreement with the 

M~ller equation but not with the other two equations. Groetzinger, 

et al., were not able to discriminate between any of the three. How-

ever, combining,their data with Champion's, they ruled out the Ruther-

ford equation; but within statistical error, they could not discrimi

nate between the Mott and M¢ller equations., 

For a 200 Mev electron, Equation (2) can be approximated b,y the 

following: 

o- (A)dA __ 2_ + 1] dA 
A(l-A) 

(5) 

Comparison of Equations (3), (4), and (5) shows that in the region of 

A less than 0.01, the three equation~ are indistinguishable. For A, 

in the region between 0.1 to 0.5, the percentage deviation of Ruther-

ford's cross-section from M¢ller 1s cross-section varies from 1 percent 

to ll.percent, while that of Mott•s to M¢'ller 1s varies from 12 percent 

tn -56 ~nrr'e• · ~. The expected number of knock-ons in photographic 

emulsions in the en tire region from A = 0 o 1 to A = 0 o 5 {Fig. 1) is 
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about one per 100 em of tracko Therefore one cannot hope to re

solve these three equations without scanning enormous quantities of 

tracko The scope of this experiment therefore has been limited to 

verifying ~ller 1 s formula for the absolute scattering cross-sec

tion of 200 Mev electrons, realizing that the Rutherford and Mott 

formulae are equivalent to ~ller 1 s in the region when most of the 

data can be obtainedo 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The existence of electron sensitive emulsions and a technique 

for eradicating accumulated background has made possible this study 

of high energy electron processes taking place within the nuclear 

emulsiono 200 micron Ilford G-5 plates were exposed to 200 Mev e

lectrons obtained by magnetic separation in the pair spectrometer at 

the Berkeley synchrotron (Figo 2)o The plates were exposed so that 

electrons from the target entered the emulsion at a slight angle to 

the surface and perpendicular to the leading edge of t~e plateo In 

order to insure that only electrons which came directly from the con

verter were accepted, only tracks whose initial directions lay within 

2-1/20 of.the perpendicular were scannedo This criterion included 

over 90 percent of all the high energy electrons entering the plateo 

On plates exposed with no converter in the beam a number of accept

able tracks were found which was less than one percent of that found 

on plates exposed with the converter in placeo 

Because of the high background of ~ow energy electrons found in 

all but freshly prepared electron sensitive emulsions~ it was neces

sary to eradicate? the latent image of old tracks immediately before 
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exposureo The eradication was accomplished by storing the plates in 

a warm~ water saturated atmosphere for several days before useo The 

temperature was controlled at about 97°F by linmersing a watertight 

box containing the plates in a thermostatically controlled water 

batho The relative humidity was maintained at 10 percent by placing 

a wet sponge in the box with the plateso Immediately after exposure 

the plates were developed by a temperature cycle process8 in order 

to obtain a uniform and highly sensitive developmento 

:tn order to reconstruct stereoscopically the ranges and angles 

of the knock-on electrons, it was necessary to measure the shrinkage 

factor of the emulsiono This was accomplished by passing 380 Mev 

alpha particles through the undeveloped emulsion at an angle of 45° 

to the emulsion surface9 and then measuring the ratio of the hori

zontal projection to the vertical projection of the alpha track after 

developmento This ratio gave the shrinkage factor directly as 

2o5 :!: Oolo 

IIIo METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF PLATES 

The 'plates were scanned under-·. 500x magnification and all events 

. of interest were measured under..., 2500x magnificationo In these 

plates~ the grain density of a 200 Mev electron is 4lo9 ! loO grains 

per 100 microns of tracko The length of primary track scanned was 

measured by means of the microscope stage coordinateso In order to 

reduce the percentage of knock=on electrons missed~ each track used 

was scanned independently by two observers and all questionable e

vents were examined by a third observer before a decision was reachedo 

No track was scanned for more than Oo8 em or beyond. a detectable 
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single scatter or a high energy electron-electron scattere Tracks 

were not scanned and no event was recorded within 10 microns of either 

surface of the emulsiono The average track length in emulsion was 

Oo40 em giving an average energy loss due to both ionization.and radi-

ation of 30 Mevo Thus the average primary electron has a mean energy 

of 185 Mevo The energies of some pr~ary electrons were measured by 

their multiple scattering and found to be consistent with the above 

calculated valueso 

In order to insure that no events were being mis~ed (especially 

those in which the knock-on electron track was nearly vertical in the 

emulsion), a plot was made of the distribution of the azimuthal angles 

of the knock-ens about the direction of the incident electrono This 

distribution was found not to be significantly different from a symp 

metric distributiono 

To determine the energy of the knock-on electron~ both its range 

and the angle between its direction and the direction of the incident 

electron were measured wherever possibleo For very low energy knock-

on electrons, the angle became difficult to measure because of nuclear 

scatteringo Therefore, the range was the principal means. of determin

ing the energy up to about Oo6 Mevf0 Above this energy, few knock~ 

ons stayed in the emulsion, but the angle became a practical means of 

determining the energyo The angle, o, is related to the knock-on kine-

tic energy, Q, and the incident electron kinetic energy, E9 by Q = 
E cos2o wher~ mc2 is the rest energy of the electrono For 
1"'" E/2mo2 sin20 
E s~2o >> 1, the knock-on energy as determined by the angle 0 is 
2 me 
nearly independent of the primary energyo For a 200 Mev primary 
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electron» this condition is met b,y all observed events 9 so we have 

disregarded the variation in primary energy caused by losses in the 

emulsion in calculating the knock-on e~ergy., In the region where 

the angle and range methods of determining energy overlap, good 

agreement was found for the knock-on energy considering the large 

electron range straggleo 

Knock-on electrons of energy less than 30 Kev were not included 

in this study because of their small range ( < 7 microns) and be-

cause of the effect of electron binding., 

IV o EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In Figure 3 is shown a histogram of the results compared with 

the cros~section as predicted by M¢ller., In the energy range from 

30 kev to Ool Mev, there were 182 events found in 33o4 em of electron 

track., The rest of the histogram represents 245 events found in 

102o6 em of electron track., The number of electrons per cubic centi~ 

meter of emulsion was calculated to be lo07 x 1024 from the emulsion 

composition given by Ilford Ltd., The effect of water absorbed in 

the emulsion.from the atmosphere on the electron density has been 

measured and is negligible in this experiment., 

The fact that the ~xperimental data provides such a good fit to 

~ller's curve indicates that with these conditions there is no 

measurable deviation from a Coulomb potential for 185 ~ 15 Mev elee= 

tron primaries., 

A similar study is being carried out using primary positrons of 

200 Mevo Preliminary results11 indicate that positron-electron 

scattering is similar to the electron-electron scattering in the 
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range of knock-on energies studied hereo 

V o OTHER HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON PROCESSES 

In the course of scanning for electron-electron collisions the 

following events were also notedo In 102o6 em of electron track, two 

events were found in which the primary electron track divided into 

three tracks (Figo 4) suggesting pair production in the field of the 

nucleuso B,y an approximate calculation, one would expect lol pairs 

for this length of tracko 

An event was found on each of two separate plates (total path 

length of l02o6 em) in which the electron track terminated in the 

center of the .emulsiono Figo 5 is a photograph of one of the disap

pearanceso The lengths of track before disappearance were.Oo7 and 

lo5 mm. The experimental arrangement and selection criteria rule out 

the possibility that these tracks were positronso It is improbable 

that the tracks traversed an insensitive volume of the emulsion since 

the single grain background remains uniform and other primary tracks 

have no apparent change in grain density in the region of the disap.. 

pearanceo A short distance back on one of the disappearing electrons 

there is a knock-on coming off in the forward direction confirming 

the assumed direction of this primary; this rules out the possibility 

of a Compton electron in the backward direction for this caseo The 

fact the endings are near the center of the emulsion reduces the 

probability of not observing ~ large angle scatter out of the emulsiono 

The mechanism by which a high-energy electron could disappear in emul= 

sion has not been satisfactorily explainedo In scanning about 230 em 

of electron track no events were found in which protons or mesons were 
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ejected from nuclei. "Large angle nuclear scattering has been ob

served, but the study of such events has not been completed. 
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Fig. 1: idcrophotograph mcsaic of an electron
electron collision of large energy transfer i

. nitiated by an "'-185 Mev primary electron. The 
angles of scatter are 9° and 2° corresponding 
to 32 Mev for the electron of lower energy. 
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EXPERi'MENTAL ARRANGEMENT 
OF PAIR SPECTROMETER 

.009 II TANTALUM 
TARGET 

I 

Fig. 2: Arrangement of the photographic emulsions 
in the magnetic field of the synchrotron pair spectro
meter. 
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ELECTRON-ELECTRON SCATTERING 
FOR 185 MEV PRIMARY ELECTRONS 

. ABSOLUTE CROSS SECTION 

THEORY 

STATISTICAL 
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ENERGY OF KNOCK -ON ELECTRON (MEV) 

Fig. 3: Histogram of the experimental results shown 
with statistical probable errors. The effect of the 
energy resolution upon the magnitude of the absolute 
cross-section is negligible in comparison with the 
statistical errors. 
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Fig. 4: Vdcrophotograph mosaic of an electron
positron pair apparently produced in the field 
of a nucleus by an ~/185 Mev electron. 
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40 MICRONS 

Fig. 5: ~dcrophotograph of the disappearance 
of an ' • 185 Mev electron near the center of 
the emulsion. 




